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1. Genome 
   We must distinguish between actual variation (real change) and errors 
(artifacts) for example, if we only have single read character difference, we may 
not sure if it is a real change or an error, but, if there are multiple reads that 
indicate the same change, we may think that it is an actual change instead of 
error. 

Data processing pipeline 
1.1 Map the reads produced by the sequencer to the gene reference 

 
Input format: FASTQ 

 

Each character in the sequence will have a quality score and it is represented 
by ASCII characters from “!” to “K” 
 
 



Output: SAM/BAM (SAM stored as text, BAM stored as binary format)  

 

 
Here we want to specifically mention CIGAR (alignment)  
CIGAR  alignment report  

 
We can see starting from POS:2 we have 3 matches from index 2,3,4 so 3M 
will be there. Then, 1 deletion from the reference so 1D for index 5. 2 
matches for index 6 and 7. 1 insertion to the reference after index 7 to match 
Read A. 1 more match afterward for index 8. All of the above created a 
sequence mapping with the best score. 

1.2 Mark duplicates 



 
The duplicates may mislead us to let us believe the random errors as actual 
variants because when it increases the number of reads and increases the 
confidence score in variant calling.  
Where these duplications come from? 
1. Library duplicates caused by PCR 
2. Optical duplicates 

1.3 Variant Calling  
Variant Call Format (VCF) 
Simple comparison where the reference and the read is different 

 
POS: The start coordinate of the variant  
REF: Found in reference genome  
ALT: Found in sample you are studying  
INFO: additional information eg DP=combined depth across samples, 
AF=allele frequency for each ALT allele in the same order as listed  
 
We should have joint variant calling to increase the credibility 
 
Downstream analysis after data preprocessing pipeline 
Genome-wide association studies(GWAS) 



Try to determine whether specific variant(s) in many individuals can be 
associated with a trait like a disease. 

 

But in reality, we have much more cases to study and thus, we need to adjust 
the statistical significance value to increase the credibility. 
 
Bonferroni Correction 
Originally, p-value of 0.05 should be enough for a single test but how about 1 
million tests.  
We need to adjust the p-value to p-value/number of tests = 5 * 10^-8 to make 
the whole test more convincible. 

RNA-seq data analysis 
2.1 gene fusion  

First fusion gene was described in cancer cells in early 1980s and it means 
novel gene formed by fusion of two distinct wild type genes. 

 
2.2 RNA-seq for gene fusion detection 



 

In gene fusion, after the fusion gene DNA translated to protein, we will 
have only Exon1 and Exon3 which is a mature mRNA. The break point will 
happen in the introns, so it is impossible to detect if we only check the 
mature mRNA. Thus, we need to do the whole genome sequencing. 
We will find a very long gap between reads which maybe a gene fusion. 

Epigenome 
Try to identify the location of the modified DNA as well as the modified Histon. 

 

3.1 Overall data analytics pipeline for epigenetics 

 



Peak calling 
It is a statistical testing that finds the peak by contrasting the peak shape and random 
background. 
Peak calling output: Browser Extensible Data 

 

3.2 Histone marks and chromatin accessibility  

 


